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MADFINGER Games Secures 5 Million Euro in Funding from Nuverse
Published on 05/17/21
Czech developer, MADFINGER Games announced today an investment of 5 Million Euro from
Nuverse, the game development and publishing company. MADFINGER will use the financing
to
attract the best talents in the industry to develop its upcoming next-generation games and
further improve the current award-winning Shadowgun and Dead Trigger franchises. The
funding allows the company to scale up its hiring and expand its team, with a pool of
international expertise.
Brno, Czech Republic - MADFINGER Games announced today an investment of 5 Million Euro
from Nuverse, the game development and publishing company. MADFINGER will use the
financing to attract the best talents in the industry to develop its upcoming
next-generation games and further improve the current award-winning Shadowgun and Dead
Trigger franchises. The funding allows the company to scale up its hiring and expand its
team, with a pool of international experts that will bring new knowledge and creativity
and further establish MADFINGER as a key player in mobile gaming.
Nuverse's industry's know-how and strong marketing expertise are solid competitive
advantages that will help MADFINGER reach, and bring fun to, more gamers.
"We are thrilled to have Nuverse on board. They provide us not only capital but also a
solid experience in the gaming market," said Marek Rabas, Founder and CEO of MADFINGER
Games. "The funding allows us to hire new talents from all over the world to accelerate
the release of our games."
Nuverse is a game development and publishing company for players and developers around
the
world. The company is dedicated to serving gamers worldwide by offering top-tier games,
building a global community, and providing fun and inspiring experiences for every gamer.
Nuverse's investment is a clear testimony for MADFINGER and the quality of its games. Both
companies have a shared commitment to mobile gaming and to delivering incredible gameplay,
stunning graphics, and flawless experiences that gamers deserve.
MADFINGER is hiring now. Talents interested in joining the company can reach out to the HR
team today or apply via our career's website.
MADFINGER Games:
https://www.madfingergames.com
Media Assets:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16M1xm4tabOYvBpYba2yHZ1heMzUOFBHX?usp=sharin
g

MADFINGER Games is a world-class independent game developer with a focus on mobile and
console platforms. Founded in 2010, their games quickly shot to the top of the charts in
sales and hit the #1 spot in over 100 countries. MADFINGER Games is renowned for stunning
visuals and outstanding gameplay experiences, which have received worldwide acclaim and a
series of prestigious awards, including Google Play's "Most Beautiful Mobile Game 2019".
The studio's most popular titles are Shadowgun Legends, Unkilled, and Dead Trigger 2, and
their games have been downloaded over 300 million times. All Material and Software (C)
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